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Project Title: Creating and support camp for IDPs in Lviv region
Date: May, 2014 – May, 2016
The project was completed because of the ambitions of one of the Ukrainian partners
Project annotation
The project is directed on creating and support camp for IDPs in Lviv region in the following
spheres: creating camp, paying for facilities, food and other expenses for living of 200 IDPs,
support in modernization of camp heating.
The issue, which is going to be solved within the bounds of the project realization
Ukraine is now in its hard times and suffers pro-russian rebels in the East of our country.
But there are people in the Eastern Ukraine who did not want to live under the rule of pro-russian
rebels. These people came to Lviv to rescue their lives and they are IDPs.
In May 2014 we have established the camp for IDPs from Eastern Ukraine in Lviv region
(Ukraine) on the basis of abandoned military base. For the moment camp provides shelter for
IDPs from Lugansk and Donetsk region. There are 200 people including 28 children in the camp
at present time.
From May to July we provided shelter for first wave of IDPs from Crimea. Starting from
July and till now we provide shelter to IDPs from the East of Ukraine.
Even if the war will stop these people won’t be able to return home:
- they provided support to Ukrainian Army so they are in the blacklists of pro-russian rebels
now;
- they are IDPs due to religious opinions (pro-russian rebels persecute everyone but
orthodox of Moscow patriarchy)
These people lost everything they had: homes, flats, clothes, money for living. They have to
start all from the very beginning. So these people who protected Ukraine and European values at
the East of Ukraine need your help.
Aim and task of the project
Creating and support camp for IDPs and paying their expenses:
Tasks:
- Creating the camp for IDPs
- Helping the camp for IDPs in paying facilities
- Helping the camp for IDPs in paying food
- other expenses for keeping the camp
- modernization of heating of the camp
The expected project outcomes
Short-term impacts
200-300 of IDPs will be able to have free shelter and food so they could save some money.
Longer-term impacts
Modernization of heating system will allow not only help IDPs but also provide the health camp
for hundreds of orphans during winter period after we create it on the basis of existing camp.

